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Executive Summary

The cut flower market is ever-changing. As firms look to serve new and existing customers, they
must ensure they are not only driving awareness of their product but also giving customers what
they want in a cut flower. With this in mind, this study examines why people buy cut flowers,
how to drive awareness through advertising, and what consumers want in cut flowers.
Through this research, there are several key points:
• Gen X and Millennials were more likely to say they would purchase cut flowers within the
next year than Baby Boomers across most gift-giving occasions
• Advertising can drive a consumer's likelihood of purchase
• Memory retention of advertising is low with a majority of consumers not being able to
identify the content of the advertisement a short time after seeing it
• Baby Boomers were more likely to get information about cut flowers from past
experiences while buying from florists and major grocery stores
• Gen X and Millennials were more likely to get information from social media/web
searches and recommendations from friends/stores and a lot less from past experience
• We identified 8 market segments that vary in size and what drives their purchasing habits
Recommendations:
• Retailers will need to decide whom to target as targeting Baby Boomers versus younger
consumers will not be successful with one size fits all marketing
• There are 8 distinct market segments for cut flowers, they vary in demographic make-up;
retailers should identify which segments they can and should target and focus their efforts
on those groups to maximize sales. Caveat: the largest market segment may not always be
the best segment for a retailer
• For online advertising, target Baby Boomers on Facebook and younger consumers on the
other social media platforms
• Continually advertise as the message will have an effect, but the recall time frame of the
advertisement's message is short
• Overall, consumers have positive images that come to mind when they think of cut
flowers; however, some negative images do appear. Advertising should reinforce the
positives (e.g., beauty, fresh, pretty), while focusing on countering the negatives (e.g.,
expensive, dead)
• Younger consumers are more likely to buy cut flowers and partner them with another
product, so cross-promoting products will drive sales
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ATTRACT NEW
BUYERS

How do we attract and
keep these customers in
the market?
Identify traits in floral
products to attract more
young consumers while
identifying the impact of
different advertising
messages on changing
preferences for the
attributes.

COMPARE HABITS

Who is buying and how
happy are they about it?

PROJECT
OBJECTIVES
The project examined several Floral
Marketing Fund priorities. It specifically seeks
to help firms put the right product in the right
place at the right time with the right
messaging. Recommendations focus on
messaging and specific buying habits of
consumers.

Examine satisfaction of
buyers before and after
purchase as well as perceived
satisfaction if flowers were
received as a gift.

IMPACTS OF
MESSAGING
How do varying message
types affect perception and
sales?
Utilize different advertising
messages to see the impact
on floral product preference
and future purchases.
Compare the effect of
messaging on moving
consumers from substitutes
to floral products.
Identify key consumer
demographics that will
respond to the different
messaging
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GENERAL
METHODS
Two online surveys were conducted:

1
2

• Collected 1000 responses from consumers in the Southeastern U.S. in July 2020
• Asked opinions about various displays as well as buying and non-buying questions
• Was a pilot study for the larger second study

• Collected 8,000 responses from consumers throughout the U.S. June 2021
• Evaluated various social media marketing messages that may influence purchasing
• Assessed barriers to purchasing cut flowers and identified market segments for cut flowers

Toluna, Inc. was contracted to provide panelists for both surveys. Both survey samples were
representative of the populations from which they were drawn.

Special note: Both surveys were conducted during the COVID-19 pandemic
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OVERVIEW

The satisfaction of buyers was examined before and
after purchase. Buyer perceptions of cut flowers
were also looked at, whether consumers purchased
them for themselves or gave them as a gift.
DEFINITIONS OF AGE GROUPS
Baby Boomers and older (Baby
Boomer +): Born in 1964 or before
Gen X : Born between 1965-1984
Millennials and younger
(Millennial -): Born after 1984

PURCHASES IN THE LAST 6 MONTHS

51% had purchased cut flowers
43% had received cut flowers
38% of Baby Boomers/ older
55% of Gen X
60% of Millennial/younger

PURCHASES IN THE LAST YEAR

COMPARE PREFERENCES
• 50% of respondents indicated they
had purchased flowers in the last year
Baby Boomers and older were less
likely to purchase cut flowers, 41%
say have purchased
Gen X and Millennials see
percentages similar for purchasing,
53%, and 54% have purchased
40% of respondents indicated they
had received flowers in the last year
•

Baby Boomers and older were less
likely to receive cut flowers, 29%
say have received
Gen X and Millennials see
percentages similar for receiving,
44% and 47% have received

Baby Boomers/older lagged behind in
their purchasing of cut flowers
compared to their younger counterparts
Could be due to the COVID pandemic
slowing older consumer purchasing of
cut flowers

PURCHASES FOR THE PAST 2-5 YEARS

Generational differences were nonexistent with approximately 50-60%
indicating they had purchased cut
flowers
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Purchasing and Receiving by Age
Purchased Cut Flowers within Last Year
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
Baby Boomer
and Older

Yes

Gen X

No

Millennial and
Younger

Do Not Remember

Received Cut Flowers within Last Year
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
Baby Boomer
and Older

Yes

Gen X

No

Millennial and
Younger

Do Not Remember

Respondents were asked if they had purchased or received flowers within the past
year. Results are displayed by age group. Millennials/younger indicated they had
received cut flowers at a higher percentage than older respondents with around
half saying they had received cut flowers at all time periods. Baby Boomers/older
were around 30% for all time periods.
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Where Are Consumers Purchasing Flowers?

Respondents were asked to indicate locations of flower purchases
based on occasions.
Florist/Floral Shop

Major Grocery Store

Mass Merchandiser (e.g., Target, WalMart)

Online

Independent Grocery Store

Independent Garden Center

Direct From Grower

Other
39%
26%
23%
20%
17%
15%
14%

4%

0
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10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

• Gen X and Younger
• 20-25% are purchasing flowers online across all occasions
• 40-50% are buying flowers at a florist/floral shop
• Baby Boomers and Older
• 50% buying at a major grocery store for their home
• 68% buying from a florist/floral shop for a bereavement
• Overall
• 50% of consumers across all ages are buying for a wedding from a florist/floral shop
• Direct from grower purchasing more frequent from younger consumers
• For most occasions, mass merchandisers (i.e., Walmart and Target) are more popular
among Gen X and younger, while major grocery stores are more popular among Baby
Boomers and older
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Future Plans to Purchase by Age
Examining receiving of cut flowers, Millennials/younger indicated they had received
cut flowers at a higher percentage than older respondents with around half saying
they had received cut flowers at all time periods. On the other hand, Baby
Boomers/older were around 30% across all occasions.

Rating (0=Not Likely, 100=Extremely LIkely)
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Timing is Everything
For respondents purchasing flowers, Mother’s Day,
Valentine’s Day, Birthday Gift, and for your home
were the top occasions. This was consistent across
ages, but non-Baby Boomer/older were not as likely to
purchase for Valentine’s Day and Mother’s Day; while
the non-Baby Boomer/older respondents were more
likely to purchase for an I’m Sorry Gift.

+43%

Mother's Day saw
the highest
percent of
consumers buying
cut flowers.

of respondents
purchased cut
flowers for birthday
gifts, Valentine's
Day, and/or for their
homes.

51%
Birthdays, Valentine’s Day, and

Occasions People Received Cut Flowers

Mother’s Day were the top occasions
when respondents received cut

Birthday Gift

41%

Valentine's Day

39%

Mother's Day

are consistent across ages for the top
occasions, except for Valentine’s Day.

38%

For Your Home

30%

Anniversary Gift

29%

Get Well Soon Gift

Non-Baby Boomer/older respondents
were twice as likely to have received
cut flowers than Baby Boomer/older

20%

Easter

respondents. There are some

17%

Holidays

flowers. The percentages for receiving

differences for the other occasions.

16%

Only 4% of Baby Boomers reported

For a Wedding

15%

receiving cut flowers as an I’m Sorry

I'm Sorry Gift

15%

Gift while GenX (16%) and

For a Bereavement

Millennial/younger respondents (20%)
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of gift.
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Types of Products Bought and Received

Trends in Mass-Market Floral

As expected floral bouquets were the main form of cut flower purchased and
received. Millennial/younger respondents both purchased and received non-floral
bouquets at a higher rate than older respondents, especially compared to Baby
Boomer/older respondents.
Types of Flowers Flowers Purchased
Recently

Types of Flowers Packaging
Purchased Recently
Total
Floral
Bouquet
Single
Stem
Included
with Other
Products

+Baby
Millennial
Gen X
Boomer
-

56%

72%

61%

52%

20%

10%

21%

22%

15%

7%

12%

16%

Other

5%

4%

3%

5%

Never
Purchased

4%

7%

4%

6%

Where did you get information about
cut flowers before purchasing?

• 1 in 4 Baby Boomers buy lilies at Easter
• Younger consumers are at 1 in 10
• Roses are more popular across occasions for
Baby Boomers

• Especially for Anniversary and
Valentine’s Day

• Rose alternatives are more popular for nonBaby Boomers

Types of Flowers Packaging
Received Recently
60%

• Store/friend recommendations,
magazine/tv advertisements sources of
information for more non-Baby Boomers

40%

• Approximately 50% of Baby
Boomers/Older indicated past experience
as a source of information

• 30% for Gen X
• 25% for Millennials/Younger
• Social media and web searches important
for non-Baby Boomers (30%) compared
to around 5% for Baby Boomers

20%
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COMPLEMENTARY
PURCHASES
• Adding additional items to a cut flower purchase
is highly dependent on the reason for purchase
• Baby Boomers are less likely to purchase items to
complement their cut flower purchase
• Cards are the most popular item to add to a cut
flower gift

NON-BUYERS
• Approximately 40% of respondents indicated that
cost was the primary reason for not purchasing floral
bouquets.
• This was followed by not liking to give/receive
flowers (21%).
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WHAT IS THE FIRST WORD THAT COMES TO MIND WHEN
YOU THINK ABOUT CUT FLOWERS

WORD ASSOCIATION
Consumers were asked to write one word that came to mind when they thought of flowers. Results were
then organized into word clouds. Words from respondents are listed, with more frequently used words
appearing larger and darker than less frequently used words

RESPONSES BY BUYERS

Non-buyers

Buyers

-

RESPONSES BY AGE

Baby Boomers

Gen X

Millennials & Younger
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WHAT IS THE FIRST WORD THAT COMES TO MIND
WHEN YOU THINK ABOUT CUT FLOWERS
WHAT IS A MAJOR ADVANTAGE OF HAVING
FLOWERS IN YOUR HOME

WORD ASSOCIATION
Consumers were asked to write one word
that came to mind when they thought of
flowers. Results were then organized into
word clouds. Words from respondents are
listed, with more frequently used words
appearing larger and darker than less
frequently used words.
Advantage Takeaways for Work:

WHAT IS A MAJOR DISADVANTAGE OF
HAVING FLOWERS IN YOUR HOME?

-Positive images (e.g., smell, pretty,
beauty) make up the center of the
word cloud
-The largest negative is "none" which
implies a large number of consumers
see no advantage
Disadvantage Takeaways for Work:
-Key disadvantages include allergies
and bugs
-Of note, none and nothing are also
prominent implying no disadvantage
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WHAT IS THE FIRST WORD THAT COMES TO MIND
WHEN YOU THINK ABOUT CUT FLOWERS

WORD ASSOCIATION

WHAT IS A MAJOR ADVANTAGE OF HAVING
FLOWERS IN YOUR WORKPLACE?

Consumers were asked to write one word
that came to mind when they thought of
flowers. Results were then organized into
word clouds. Words from respondents are
listed, with more frequently used words
appearing larger and darker than less
frequently used words.
Takeaways for Work:

-Positive images (e.g., smell, beauty,
brighten)
-Key finding: a large number of
respondents indicated no benefit for
having flowers in the workplace

WHAT IS A MAJOR DISADVANTAGE OF
HAVING FLOWERS IN YOUR WORKPLACE

***This presents an opportunity for
retailers to promote the positives
surrounding flowers in the workplace,
such as increased morale.
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BENEFITS OF FLOWERS
Various floral attributes were evaluated, some examined before and
others being new (e.g., environmental labels, usage, and care
information, etc.).
Benefit

Baby Boomer +

Gen X

Millennial -

Workplace morale

74

75

67

People getting over being sick

72

72

62

Your overall mood

79

80

73

Connections with people

69

73

66

Overall household mood

76

78

70

Reduction in stress

72

76

69

Strengthening relationships

69

73

66

Sex appeal

59

66

61

Overall health

66

72

66

Your energy level

66

73

69

* 0 = Negatively Impact, 50 = Neither Negative/Positive Impact, 100 =
Positively Impact
• Respondents were in the positive impact range (>50 on the scale), though the
degree varied by age.
• Baby Boomers/older and Gen X respondents highly (>75) perceived cut flowers as
helping your overall mood as well as overall household mood.
• Gen X also perceiving cut flowers highly perceived cut flowers helped workplace
morale and reduced stress.
• Millennial/younger respondents were still positive about cut flowers, but were
less so than older respondents. Millennials/younger had their highest perception
that cut flowers helped overall household mood at 70 (on the 100-point scale).
Increasing Demand and Satisfaction in the Floral Industry
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Cut Rose Market Analysis
In order to understand the factors driving cut flower, cut roses in this experiment, we
utilized a conjoint analysis experiment. Conjoint analysis has been used extensively in
the marketing realm to understand what product attributes drive a consumer’s
purchasing decision. From the conjoint experiment, we were able to identify and
establish key characteristics of various market segments in the cut rose market.

Key Terms
Relative Importance: The percentage of a consumer’s decision to
purchase. Calculated on a 0-100 point scale with higher values
representing more impact on a consumer’s decision-making
process.

Consumer Segmentation: The practice of dividing a group of
customers into groups that reflect similar values and wants. The
goal of segmentation is to help producers relate to customers in
each segment in order to maximize their marketing approach.

Increasing Demand and Satisfaction in the Floral Industry
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CO N S U M E R S E G M E N T
C H A RACT E R I ST I CS
EIGHT MARKET SEGMENTS WITHIN THE ROSE MARKET

Below are the major characteristics of each segment and how they relate to the market.

1

2
Non-discriminating

Concerned with Origins

47% of the market
a non-discriminatory
segment that
encompasses a lot of
different preferences
most likely Millennials

3

10% of the market
values U.S. grown, though
not as much as Segment 8
most likely Millennials

4
Vase life, Origin, Price

Price First, Origin Second

9% of the market
wants a low price, U.S.
grown, long lasting cut
rose
not Gen X

8% of the market
values a low price
imported (Columbia,
Netherlands, Ecuador) cut
rose
not Gen X

Increasing Demand and Satisfaction in the Floral Industry
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CO N S U M E R S E G M E N T
C H A RACT E R I ST I CS
EIGHT MARKET SEGMENTS WITHIN THE ROSE MARKET

Below are the major characteristics of each segment and how they relate to the market.

5

6
Long Vase life

Price and Vase life

8% of the market
values a cut rose that will
last
most likely buying for
Valentine’s Day, Mother’s
Day, or Anniversary
Baby Boomers
Caucasians
Higher Income

8% of the market
price sensitive but also
values cut rose that will
last
Baby Boomers
Females

7

8
Price Sensitive

Origin

7% of the market
extremely price sensitive
(buying lowest priced
item)
Baby Boomers
Females
Lower Income

4% of the market
values U.S. grown
Baby Boomers
Caucasians
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CONSUMER SEGMENTS
OF ROSE BUYERS

OVERALL FINDINGS
• Larger bloom size was important to segments 4-8
• All segments preferred longer-lasting cut roses
• Carbon neutral production was preferred by 6 of 8 segments with 3, 6, and
8 preferring the most
• Organic production was preferred by only 3 segments (1, 2, and 8) with
segment 2 having the largest preference
• U.S. produced was the most preferred for 3 (2, 3, and 8) segments; the
Netherlands had positive preference by 4 segments (1, 4, 5, and 7),
Canada positive preference by 7 of 8 segments (1, 2, 3, 5, 6,7 and 8);
Ecuador positive preference by 3 segments (4, 5, and 7)
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Respondents were randomly
assigned to see one of the following
treatment groups to see if they
would impact a consumer’s
purchasing decision: T1=Text,
T2=bouquet, T3=retail display, T4=all
information (T1-T3), T5=control (no

IMPACT OF
INFORMATION AND
DISPLAYS ON
PURCAHSING

information)

1

2

Text

Reasons to purchase flowers...
Reduce stress
Boost your mood
Bolster relationships
Boost your memory
Help fall asleep

Bouquet

Below are some examples of floral bouquets that you
can/could purchase for various occasions...

Help you psychically heal
Up your sex appeal

3

Retail Display

Below are some examples of floral bouquets that you
can/could purchase for various occasions...

4

All Information

Reasons to purchase flowers...
Reduce stress
Boost your mood
Bolster relationships
Boost your memory
Help fall asleep
Help you psychically heal
Up your sex appeal

Increasing Demand and Satisfaction in the Floral Industry
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FUTURE PURCHASES
DISPLAY RESULTS
The text treatment (T1) had the largest influence on a consumer’s likeliness to purchase a
floral bouquet next year (in 2021 for this study). T1’s effect is held across events that a person
might purchase cut flowers for. All information (T4) was the second-best out of all the
treatments showing information. Of interest was the no information (T5) treatment that did
equal to better than the picture and display treatments. This may be that advertising showing
bouquets and/or retail displays that do not match a consumer’s preconceived perception of a
floral bouquet is, may have a detrimental impact. Given these findings, using advertising that
reminds consumers of the benefits of cut flowers and floral bouquets would seem to be the
best method to increase purchasing.

Increasing Demand and Satisfaction in the Floral Industry
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HOW DO DIFFERENT
TYPES OF
ADVERTISING ON
SOCIAL MEDIA
EFFECT CONSUMER
PERCEPTIONS?

1

Static Tulips

Respondents were randomly
assigned to see one of the following
treatment groups to see if they
would impact a consumer’s
purchasing decision. The design of
the rose and tulip adds are similar to
what might be shared on Facebook,
while the Cartoon ad would be
similar to what would be shared on
Instagram.

2

3 Static Graphic Design 4-6

Static Roses

Animated Versions

Animated ads can be viewed
using the following links:
Tulips: https://my.visme.co/view/31yz4p6x-3ezl334kpe7rl0q1
Roses: https://my.visme.co/view/epdyrd1x-x835wpvr4j36lmprf
Graphic: https://my.visme.co/view/w48z0n0z-ok32rzppqemz5w8d

7 Control (No Ad Displayed)
Increasing Demand and Satisfaction in the Floral Industry
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Response to Various
Types of Advertisements
HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE ADVERTISEMENT ON :
Easy to Understand

Eye Catching

Positively Impact
Perception of Cut
Flowers

Static Tulips

78

73

68

63

Static Roses

78

70

66

62

Static Graphic

77

69

64

60

Animated Tulips

75

71

65

62

Animated Roses

75

68

65

61

73

67

63

61

--

--

--

--

Animated
Graphic
No Ad

Made You want to
Purchase Cut
Flowers

After viewing the ad, respondents were asked about their perception of the ad, whether they could recall
the ad (approximately 3-5 min after seeing the add), and then how likely they would be to purchase cut
flowers for a variety of occasions. To understand the impact of treatments on purchasing, respondents
were asked about what occasions they were likely to purchase cut flowers pre-treatment, which was then
compared to their answers to the same question post-treatment.
Based on the respondent’s ratings of the advertisements:
Static images were easier to understand, more eye-catching, more positively impacted the
perception and willingness to purchase cut flowers.
With respect to Tulips, Roses, and the cartoon, the Tulip and Roses performed better than the
cartoon.
Given these findings, a static image that displays cut flowers instead of a cartoon image would be
preferable.
Increasing Demand and Satisfaction in the Floral Industry
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Advertisement Recall (after a
couple of minutes)
Though respondents had seemingly liked the advertisements shown and would
positively impact their decision to purchase cut flowers, they had trouble
remembering what they had seen in the advertisement.
The static and animated rose treatments provided the highest correct recall at
56% and 54% for static and animated roses, respectively.
The cartoon ads only had recall at the 31% and 25% levels for static and
animated, respectively.
Of note, 49% indicated they had seen an ad when they had not.

Recall of Advertisement
Static Tulips

44%

Static Roses

56%

Static Graphic

31%

Animated Tulips

47%

Animated Roses

54%

Animated Graphic

25%

Control

51%

0

10

20

30

40

50

60
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Social Media Use by Age Group
Respondents were asked about their social media usage. Baby Boomers were less
likely to use media like Instagram, Snapchat, and TicToK. Younger respondents were
more likely to use a variety of social media accounts.
100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%
Facebook

Instagram

Snapchat

Baby Boomers and Older

Twitter

Gen X

Pinterest

BuzzFeed

TikTok

Other

Millennial and Younger

As retailers advertise, they need to be cognizant of where their customers are
getting their information. This is especially true for social media advertising.
Key Takeaways:
Facebook is still popular among all respondents, though slightly less so for
Millennials and younger
Pinterest is more popular among Baby Boomers and older
Other forms of social media (e.g., Instagram, Snapchat, Twitter) are more
popular among younger respondents
Increasing Demand and Satisfaction in the Floral Industry
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Recommendations and Conclusions
Based on the results of this project, it is apparent that demographics play a key role in
determining which consumers buy certain products. Consumers perceive, obtain, and digest
information about cut flowers depending on a number of factors. Firms targeting need to
tailor their marketing strategies based on their particular customer base. Simply having a one
size fits all marketing strategy will not work across age groups.
Age was a major factor when it comes to targeting consumers. It is clear that younger
respondents are open to breaking the norm (i.e., purchasing products to compliment cut
flowers, purchasing non-traditional flowers for different occasions, etc.) as compared to their
older counterparts. When targeting segments with younger consumers, firms may also find it
beneficial to promote products that are traditionally paired with cut flowers. These younger
consumers are more likely to buy cut flowers and partner them with another product than are
older consumers. This cross-promoting partnering could lead to increased sales for both
types of products within the partnership. Younger respondents were also more apt to
purchase online, and less likely to depend less on past experience. They rely more on
personal recommendations and social media to find the cut flowers they are seeking.
The 8 marketing segments presented here vary in demographics as well as the values of the
consumers. Once a retailer has identified which segment best suits their market, they should
focus efforts on targeting those groups to maximize sales. Remember that the largest market
segment may not always be the best segment for a retailer. Multiple segments may be
targeted depending on the market, and various divisions of a business may target various
segments.
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Recommendations and
Conclusions (Continued)
When targeting consumers via various social
media platforms, remember each platform has
differing demographics. Baby Boomers are more
likely to be on Facebook while younger consumers
are more likely to use other social media platforms
such as Instagram. For advertising in general,
promoting the benefits of cut flowers was more
impactful than simply showing consumers displays
of cut flowers.
Respondents tended to prefer and recall static
images more than animated images, while also
preferring real flower images to graphic images.
As retailers move to advertise on social media
platforms they must realize that recall is likely to
be poor, so capturing attention for a “now”
purchase is going to be critical.
Overall, consumers have positive views of cut
flowers, as illustrated by responses when asked
word association questions about cut flowers
(word clouds on pages 12-14). However, there
were also some negative connotations associated
with cut flowers. When advertising, the positive
aspects should always be the main focus of content
(e.g., beauty, fresh, pretty), while at the same time
taking steps to counter the perceived negatives
(e.g., expensive, dead).
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